Charged pion production by 31 GeV/c protons from Carbon has been measured with a large acceptance NA61/SHINE spectrometer at the CERN SPS. Differential charged pion production cross sections at exactly this incoming proton momentum are needed for precise neutrino flux predictions in the T2K neutrino oscillation experiment. In the NA61/SHINE set-up tracking and identification of produced particles are performed using large time projection chambers. The particle identification is based on the energy loss measured in TPCs and information from a time-of-flight detector system. Momentum distributions of π + and π − emitted from primary interaction of protons in a thin (4% of a nuclear interaction length) Carbon target in several intervals of emission angle are presented. Data are binned in pion momentum from ... to ... and angle from ... to ... mrad. These results are compared with predictions of several hadron production models.
Introduction
The NA61/SHINE (SHINE = SPS Heavy Ion and Neutrino Experiment) experiment at the CERN SPS combines a rich physics program in various fields [1, 2, 3, 4] . Besides performing hadron production measurements for the T2K neutrino oscillation experiment [5] , it takes a variety of data used for a description of cosmic-ray air showers in the Pierre Auger and KASCADE experiments [6, 7] as well as for studying the behaviour of strongly interacting matter at high density. This article presents first NA61/SHINE results on charged pion spectra in p+C interactions at 31 GeV/c which are performed for an accurate neutrino flux prediction in the T2K experiment.
T2K is a long baseline neutrino oscillation experiment at J-PARC, Japan, with the aim to precisely measure the ν µ → ν e appearance and ν µ disappearance. To generate neutrino beam a high intensity 30 GeV (kinetic energy) proton beam impinging on a 90 cm long carbon target is used, whereby mesons (π, K) are produced which decay into (anti)neutrinos. The neutrino fluxes and spectra are then measured both at the near detector complex, 280 m from the target, and by the Super-Kamiokande (SK) detector located 295 km away from the neutrino source and 2.5 degrees off-axis. Neutrino oscillations can be probed by comparing the neutrino flux measured at SK to the predicted one. In order to predict the flux at SK one uses the near detector measurements and extrapolates them with the help of Monte Carlo (MC) predictions to SK. Up to now, these MC predictions are based on hadron production models. For more precise predictions which would allow to reduce systematic uncertainties to the level needed for the T2K physics goals [] measurements of pion and kaon production off the carbon target are essential. The aim of the NA61/SHINE measurements for T2K is to provide this information at exactly 31 GeV/c incoming proton momentum. The kinematic region of interest for positively charged pions whose daughter neutrinos pass through the SK detector is shown in Fig. 1 , where the relevant kinematic quantities are p -the momentum of a given particle and θ -its polar angle in the laboratory frame.
Experimental data on proton-nucleus interactions in the region of a few tens of GeV are rather scarce. The 12 GeV/c is the highest incident proton momentum explored by the HARP Collaboration [8] for a large veriaty of nuclear targets, including Carbon [9] . In early seventies a CERN experiment was performed at 24 GeV [10] . Several targets were used but the momentum and angular range was limited to the angles from 17 to 127 mrad and momenta from 4 to 18 GeV/c. Recently the MIPP particle production experiment at FERMILAB published its first data collected at 120 GeV [11] . There are also precise measurements of pion production in proton-Carbon interactions at 158 GeV/c performed by the NA49 Collaboration [12] .
New NA61/SHINE data at 31 GeV/c could allow to test and improve existing hadron production models in an intermediate energy region which is not well described nowdays.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the NA61 experimental set-up is described. Details on the beam, trigger and event selection are given in Sec. III. Data reconstruction, simulation and detector preformance are presented in Sec. IV. Analysis techniques and final results are given in Secs. V and VI, respectively. These results are compared with theoretical models in Sec. VII. The papers ends with a summary in Sec. VII. 
The NA61/SHINE set-up
The NA61/SHINE is a large acceptance hadron spectrometer at the CERN-SPS. The layout of the set-up is shown in Fig. 2 The main components of the current detector were constructed and used by the NA49 experiment [13] . A set of upstream scintillation and Cherenkov counters as well as beam position detectors (BPD) provide timing reference, charge and position measurements of the incoming beam particles and information used for on-line event selection. Details on this system are presented in Section 3. The main tracking devices are large volume Time Projection Chambers (TPCs). Two of them, the vertex TPCs (VTPC-1 and VTPC-2), are located in the magnetic field of two superconducting dipole magnets with a maximum combined bending power of 9 Tm. The magnetic field used in the 2007 data taking period corresponds to the bending power of 1.14 Tm. Two others MTPC-L and MTPC-R are positioned downstream of the magnets symmetrically to the beam line. TPCs are filled with mixtures of Ar + CO 2 (90:10) for VTPCs and (95:5) for MTPCs. The particle identification capability of the TPCs is augmented by time-of-flight detectors. The ToF-L and ToF-R arrays of scintillators have a time resolution of about 60 ps. In 2007 the experiment has been updated with a forward time-of-flight detector (ToF-F) in order to extend the acceptance The ToF-F consists of 64 scintillator bars with two PMTs readout at both ends and a time resolution of about 120 ps. The results presented here were obtained with carbon, isotropic graphite 2 cm long target with density ρ = 1.84 g/cm 3 . The target thickness along the beam is equivalent to about 4% of the interaction length.
Beam, trigger and event selection
A trigger and beam setup is illustrated in Figure 3 . With this setup, protons from the secondary hadron beam are identified by two Cerenkov counters, a CEDAR and a threshold counter, labeled C1 and C2, respectively. The CEDAR counter, through the use of a 6-fold coincidence, provides positive identification of protons, while the threshold Cerenkov counter, operated at pressure lower than the proton threshold, is used in anti-coincidence in the trigger logic. The CEDAR pressure was set to 3.3 bar and the one of the threshold Cerenkov counter to 1.65 bar. The analysis of the spectra from the Cerenkov counters has shown that the beam composed of (99.0 ± 2.8)% protons , (0.6 ± 0.6)% kaons and (0.3 ± 0.2)% pions (at 90% confidence level). Two scintillator counters, S1 and S2, provide beam definition and timing, together with the two veto counters with a 1 cm large hole, V0 and V1, which are reducing the background from upstream interactions. Beam protons are then selected by the coincidence S1 · S2 · V · C1 · C2 , with V representing the OR of the two veto counters. The trajectory of the beam particles is precisely measured by three two-plane proportional chambers, the Beam Position Detectors (BPDs). The beam profile and divergence from the BPD measurements are presented in Figure 4 . The beam momentum definition is known with a precision of the order of ??? %. The beam momentum was measured directly by the spectrometer deviating the incoming beam particle to the TPCs with a full magnetic field. The measured beam momentum distribution is shown in Figure 5 . It is known with a precision better than 1 %.
Interactions in the target are selected by an anti-coincidence of the incoming beam protons with small, 2 cm diameter, scintillation counter (S4) placed on the beam trajectory between the two vertex magnets (see Fig. 3 ). This interaction trigger is a minimum bias trigger based on the disappearance of the incident proton particle. A measurement of the total inelastic cross section evaluated from the thin target data is discussed in Section 7.1.
An analysis of the 2007 run data with the thin target configuration results in an interaction probability of (7.10 ± 0.01)% for inserted target operation and of (1.72 ± 0.01)% for empty target operation. These measurements lead to an interaction probability of (5.38 ± 0.01)due to the thin target, resulting in a 'trigger' cross section of (300.1 ± 0.7 ± 8.7(syst)) mb, after correcting for the exponential beam attenuation in the target. The total inelastic cross section σ inel can be derived from the 'trigger' cross section by applying three major corrections:
• Subtract the elastic scattering contribution, i.e. remove those events where the primary particle undergoes a large angle coherent elastic scattering on the target nuclei and does not reach S4. Therefore a trigger on the event is present even if no proton inelastic interaction occurred.
• Add the contribution , i.e. take into account interactions where a secondary proton hits S4 and therefore prevents from triggering on the event. The major contribution comes from incoherent elastic scattering of the incident protons on the individual nucleons of the nuclei (quasi-elastic scattering).
• Take into account interactions where a secondary pion or kaon emitted at small angle hits S4 and therefore prevents from triggering on the event. These corrections have been estimated relying on the GEANT4 simulation of the trigger setup, using the measured profile and divergence for the incoming proton beam.
The resulting angular distributions for coherent elastic scattering and quasi elastic scattering (see Fig. 18 ) as well as total cross section values in GEANT4 have been cross-checked against available experimental measurements, as shown in Table [ ]. Good agreement between the GEANT4 simulation and the known experimental values is seen, however one can note a 12% discrepancy on the total elastic cross section.
4 Data reconstruction and simulation
Calibration
The calibration procedure of the 2007 data was largely based on the approach developed for the NA49 data COULD we put any suitable reference here?!. and consists of numerous steps resulting in optimized parameters for:
• detector geometry, drift velocity and residual corrections,
• magnetic field,
• time of flight measurements and • specific energy loss measurements.
Each step involved reconstruction of the data required to optimize a given set of calibration constants followed by optimization and verification procedures. Details of the procedure and quality assessment are presented in Ref. [4] . The quality of detector calibration in quantities relevant for this paper is illustrated in the following subsections. 
Track reconstruction
Reconstruction algorithms used for the analysis described here are largerly based on the work performed in the framework of the NA49 Collaboration and described in earlier NA49 publications [] COULD someone suggest a suitable reference here?!. In brief the track reconstruction procedure was performed in several main steps:
1. Track segments in each TPC were found and fitted to a straight line (helix).
2. Final track candidates were searched for by matching track segments reconstructed in different TPCs.
3.
A global fit to all points belonging to a track was performed.
4. At the end the position of the primary interaction vertex was determined using reconstructed TPC tracks and the trajectory of the incoming beam particle (reconstructed with the help of BPDs).
5. Finally TPC tracks were refitted using a vertex constrain to get a better estimate of track momentum at the primary vertex.
Depending on their kinematics at production, charged particles travel trough the TPCs in different ways allowing us to define several track topologies. Two main types of tracks are what we call wrong side tracks (WST) and right side tracks (RST), they are categorized by the product of their p x momentum component at the primary vertex and the charge:
• RST have p x × Q > 0. These tracks stay on the same side of the beam line as they traverse the TPCs, see Fig. 2 .
• WST have p x ×Q < 0. These tracks can in turn be subdivided into additional subcategories (WRST and WWST). Do we enter such details here?
In the NA49 experiment due to higher beam energies the only considered track topology was RST.
To obtain a better measurement of energy deposition and track reconstruction the readout pads of the vertex TPCs were tilted at an angle in such a way that they were parallel to the RST. As a result the reconstruction of RST is found to be very efficient. On the other hand, since the NA49 detector was not built with WST in mind, reconstruction of these tracks could be potentially less efficient and less precise. Therefore, consistency between results obtained for two different subsamples (RST and WST) can be used to estimate related systematic errors.
Event and track selection
The content of this subsections depends on what has been said before!. The total sample of proton interactions on a thin target consists of 671398 reconstructed, triggered events with 1254896 reconstructed tracks. In an analysis based on F-ToF detector information only a part of running period with GTPC swichted on (454411 events) can be used. Several quality cuts have been applied to the raw sample of events. The first cut rejects the events in which incident beam particle was not measured by each of the three Beam Position Detectors. The aim of this cut is to select well defined beam track. Moreover a number of additional cuts are applied to the individual track:
• Only well reconstructed tracks, which can be traced back to the target and fit to the helix shape with good chi2 have been accepted.
• Minimum number of points on the track has been required. This cut depends on the method of analysis used and varies from 15 (for "global analysis method") to 30 when dE/dx information is used for low momenta. since the reconstruction efficiency and resolution in dE/dx is the function of both momentum and number of points measured (see section ) .
As an example list of the event and track cuts used for the low momentum analysis (see section ?? ) together with their impact on the event and track sample is presented in the Table 1 .
Event cut: Impact of the cut BPD I 518590, (77% of all events)
Track cuts:
800067, (64% of all tracks) |bx| < 2.5cm, |by| < 1.5cm
734864, (59% of all tracks) 
MC simulation
The NA61 simulation chain is interfaced to GEANT 3.21 [14] for propagation of secondary particles through the detector geometry and uses a model based input from VENUS 4.12 generator [15] for simulation of primary proton-Carbon interaction. The TPC digitization is performed by a dedicated plug-in during the reconstruction. Simulated events are produced in the same format as raw data so that both are reconstructed with the same chain. The NA61 simulation chain comprises several main packages:
• Event generation: VENUS 4.12 generator has been used. Intrinsic generators (single or multi-pid at phase space, real like event generators) are used as well for specific studies. External input may also be used if provided in the required ASCII format.
• Propagation: GEANT 3.21 propagates particles through the whole NA61 geometry and accounts for secondary interactions and physics processes (decay, energy loss, multiple scattering, etc).
• Digitization: the digitization of the NA61 TPCs is performed by a dedicated package (MTSIM). Energy loss from GEANT output is converted into ADC spectra and Monte Carlo data are packed in the same format as raw data. This package also performs simulation of distortions such as ExB distortions.
• Embedding: this package allows to merge raw data with simulated events prior to reconstruction.
• Reconstruction: Monte Carlo data are reconstructed with the chain used to process raw data. The chain calls different clients (cluster finding, pattern recognition, track merging and fitting, etc.) including correction of distortions applied to MC data.
The MC simulation chain is heavily used in the current analysis. Fig. 6 shows track reconstruction efficiency as a function of momentum, while in Fig. 7 the expected resolution for relevant kinematic quantities (p and θ) are presented. Comparison between invariant mass spectra of identified K 0 S (decaying into a π + π − pair) observed in real data (Fig. 8 ) and simulated events (???) illustrates that the assumptions made in the MC simulation chain are realistic.
Geometrical Acceptance
The detector geometry limits the TPC's acceptance to about 40% due to insensitive areas in the azimuthal angle, see Fig. [?] . Detailed acceptance maps as a function of particle momentum and polar angle have been calculated using Monte Carlo simulation. Fig. 10 shows the geometrical acceptance calculated for all TPC tracks from the primary vertex passing the standard qualty cuts (left) and after a requirement of a matched F-ToF hit (right). Comparing these plots with the ones shown in Fig. 1 one can conclude that the NA61/SHINE detector fully covers the phase space region of interest for T2K.
About 65.9% (CHECK!) of all reconstructed tracks have hits in the F-ToF.
Particle identification
In the NA61/SHINE experiment particle identification is based on the energy loss measurement in the TPCs and on the time-of-flight information from the ToF detectors. The dE/dx as a function of particle momentum for positively and negatively charged particles is presented in Fig. 11 . The Bethe-Bloch curves are shown for positrons (electrons), pions, kaons, protons and deuterons. After calibration the resolution of about 4% in dE/dx has been achieved.
After calibration the resolution of about 120 ps has been obtained for the F-ToF detector, see Fig. 12 . The time-of-flight information can be used in the momentum interval between 0.8 GeV/c and about 10 GeV/c either alone, or in combination with the energy loss measurements. The advantage of the combined PID method can be seen in Fig. 13 , where the plots of mass squared vs dE/dx are presented in selected intervals of particle momentum. In the projection on the dE/dx axis the points corresponding to different particle species overlap significantly, which is not the case in the two dimensional plots.
The ToF detector has no geometrical acceptance for low momenta tracks. However, in the low momentum region (less than about 1 GeV/c) the dE/dx information alone is sufficient to distinguish pions from electrons/positrons and protons, see Fig. 11 . 
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Figure 13: Examples of m 2 -dE/dx plots for 1 < p(GeV /c) < 2 (left), 2 < p(GeV /c) < 2.5 (right) and 6 < p(GeV /c) < 6.5GeV /c (bottom). The plot on the right corresponds to the dE/dx cross over region while the bottom plot is at such a momentum that the ToF resolution becomes a limiting factor. The combination of both measurements provides a close to 100% purity in the pion selection.
Analysis techniques
In order to obtain pion yields three different analysis techniques have been developed. Their main features are the following:
• Analysis of negatively charged particles further referred to as h − -analysis is based on theoretical and experimental premises that negative particles produced in proton-Carbon interactions consist mainly of negative pions with an admixture of electrons, negative kaons and a negligible fraction of antiprotons. PID capabilities of the detector are not used here. This procedure allows to obtain spectra of π − in a broad momentum range, for more details see subsection 5.1.
• Use of energy loss measurements for particles with momenta below 1 GeV/c. This analysis technique can be applied to obtain both π + and π − spectra, it is described in more details in subsection 5.2.
• Combined energy loss and time-of-flight (dE/dx + ToF) PID measurements are used to perform identification of pions of both charge with momenta above 1 GeV/c. For particles with momenta above about 6 GeV/c PID is based on energy loss measurements only, see subsection 5.3.
Let us now discuss each of these analysis techniques in more details.
Analysis of negatively charged pion production
The differential cross sections for negative pion production can be obtained without detailed particle identification since at the energy considered the sample of negatively charged particles consists mainly of pions with small (of the order of few percents) admixture of negative kaons, electrons and negligible fraction of antiprotons. This background can be corrected for with few percent uncertainty using the Monte Carlo simulation. It is not the case for the positive tracks with large number of protons in the final state and larger yield of positive than negative kaons. The method presented in this section has an advantage to work in the whole acceptance region, permits to take into account larger sample of tracks and is used further for the crosscheck of the other methods based on detail PID.
The analysis presented is this section has been based on selection of negatively charged tracks fitted to the primary vertex both in the data and in simulated events. Monte Carlo method is used to model the proton Carbon interaction and than sectionsimulated tracks are transported through the detector using GEANT code.
In the data we cannot distinguish the real primary pion track from the product of K 0 s or Λ decaying close to the primary vertex or the secondary track from interaction with target nuclei, whereas in the MC case we are able to recognize the true origin of the track (primary or secondary) and its true momentum after matching procedure. It permits to find the ratio between initial number of primary particles of a given type and the number of tracks reconstructed as a "primary" in a given interval of selected variables. It provides a correction factor which includes at the same time the correction for geometric acceptance, reconstruction efficiency, measurement smearing , decays and information on non-pion admixture. In this analysis, one factor for each p,θ bin correcting for all the effects was calculated:
where: Nsp -simulated negative primary pion tracks (p,θ), and Nr -all negative particle tracks reconstructed to the primary vertex (p,θ)
The distribution of C value in the momentum and emission angle bins is shown in figure ? ?. The large values observed at small p,θ are mainly due to the admixture of electron tracks and decays of low momenta unstable particles close to the primary vertex. The electron tracks admixture is mainly due to neutral pion decays either in e + e − γ (1.2 % of the all π 0 s produced) or in two photons with subsequent conversion of the photon(s) into electro-positron pair in the target material. This source of electron-positron pair ammounts to about 7% of all neutral pion produced. The delta electrons emission is of importance at momenta smaller than about 200 MeV/c. An important decrease of the correction factor after rejection of electrons using dE/dx information is discussed in the next chapter.
Finally, the "global" correction factor calculated with MC is used to acquire corrected spectra of negative pions from primary interaction. This method will show less accuracy in the analysis of positive hadrons due to significant contribution of protons tracks and larger frequency of K+ than K-production. Normalization to mean multiplicity in inelastic interactions of corrected spectra is done as follows: 1. First of all, Spectra are normalized to number of events. 2. From the empty target run the average additional correction factor ( 1/(1-0.121)) was extracted and applied. Due to the small statistic available in the target-out run it was impossible to use the bin by bin correction. 3. Spectra are also normalized to sigma trigger over sigma inelastic value ( 1.162) 4. At the end, spectra are normalized with a bin size values.
Corrected spectra of negatively charged pions from the primary vertex
The resulting negative pion multiplicity in the selected p,θ bins are shown in figure 15 By splitting the correction factor into different factors of different origin we gain the better control of systematic errors. For example by changing the assumed fraction of the strange particle we influence only the decay correction. However one should remember that the factorization is not exact.
In this method correction factor is separated into different parts corresponding to different effects: geometric acceptance, reconstruction efficiency, decays and information on non-pion admixture.
In this case instead of one global correction we obtained from MC four different corrections:
1. Geometrical Acceptance Correction.
where Nmc -Number of simulated negatively charge primary right side tracks(rst) (p,θ from MC), and Nrmc -Number of simulated negatively charged primary rst after track cuts (p,θ from MC). Figure 15 : Corrected and normalized dN/dp versus p distributions of negatively charged primary pions obtained using right-side tracks sub sample, 07H production, BPD Cut I, rst case.
Nrmc is a number of simulated (not reconstructed) negatively charged primary right side tracks. This is a number of tracks which pass track cuts defined for the data analysis.
When geometrical acceptance correction was calculated we took only (p, θ) cells for further calculations where Nrmc value was larger than ten. In means that in this case we took only cells with a sufficient statistics for further analysis. For the Geometrical Acceptance Correction calculation no matching procedure is needed. This procedure can be done using not only negatively charged right side tracks but one can use all generated tracks. It has been shown, that the results does not differ significantly. One can use flat phase space simulation as well,as it was done in dE/dx+TOF analysis. Different approaches should give the same result within statistical errors Such agreement was observed in the (p,theta) regions in which the time of flight information was available.
2. Reconstruction and Matching Efficiency Correction.
where Nmca -Number of simulated rst in geometrical acceptance (p,θ from MC), and Nrmca -Number of reconstructed matched rst in geometrical acceptance (p,θ from MC).
Matching procedure id done at the dst level. To the mini-dst level only the most important information concerning matching are written -Number of matched tracks (MCTrack->GetPriMatched()) , number of points found in matching procedure (MCTrack->GetPriMatchedPoint(iMatch)). To ensure correctly matched tracks we demanded: To avoid a mismatched in matching procedure we also checked if momentum and polar angle of matched tracks is not much different from Monte Carlo information (+-15%).
3. Kinematic smearing Correction.
where Nmcp -Number of simulated primary rst in geometrical acceptance (p,θ from MC) and Nsmcp -Number of matched reconstructed primary rst in geometrical acceptance (p,θ from the reconstructed information).
This correction takes into account also Reconstruction and Matching Efficiency Correction. 4. Decays and non-pion admixture Correction.
where Nrmcp -Number of all reconstructed rst to the primary vertex in geometrical acceptance (p,θ from MC). and Nmcpion -Number of simulated primary pions in geometrical acceptance (p,θ from MC)
Finally, the correction factors estimated with MC are used to find out corrected spectra of negative pions from the primary interaction: The corrections due to the effects described above are shown in figure 16 . The correction factors introduced to correct for detector effects and admixture of different particle species are based on the assumption that MC simulated events behaves in a similar way as the real ones. Table 2 presents information about simulated particles from the main vertex. Geant codes and amount of produced particles is shown.
Both the correction for K-admixture to the π − sample and for the decay products of neutral particles that get incorrectly pulled into the primary vertex depends on the assumed strange particle production in Monte Carlo model. The K − /pi − ratio in the Venus generator was 4.06% which define the overall correction for kaons admixture. It was observed at higher energies that VENUS seems to over predict the K − /π − ratio. For comparison GIBUU generator gives the value 3.36%. If we assume the difference between this two models reflects the systematic error on the ratio (about 20%) the corresponding error of the correction for the K-admixture in the pi-sample can be estimated at 0.0406 · 0.2 = 0.8%.
Analysis based on dE/dx determination
Majority of particles with momentum below 1 GeV/c do not reach the ToF detectors therefore the low momenta particle identification has to be based on dE/dx information alone. depends on measured number of points on a track . In our data a dependence of a type:
has been observed , where N is the number of measured points on each track. In order to have dE dx resolution below 0.1 MIP a cut on measured number of points on each track was set to be N¿ 30 in addition to the cleaning cuts described in the previous section. For low particle momenta a fast change of energy loss with momentum is observed (see Fig. 17 ). In the figures ?? and ?? the energy losses are plotted for positive and negative particles with reconstructed momenta between 0.2 and 1.0 GeV/c.
The region below 1GeV/c of momentum (p) was divided into 0.1 GeV/c bins in p and 20 mrad bins in production angle (θ). Even inside such a small selected momentum intervals one cannot assume that dE dx is constant. and the shapes of the dE/dx distributions was found to be largely non-gaussian . Therefore in this region dedicated analysis was performed.
Log Likelihood method for low momenta tracks
For each track "l" inside the cell one has information on it's:
• uncertainty on energy loss measurement σ data,l ,
• momentum p l , Using BB parameterisation one can calculate for each track its theoretical value of energy loss measurement dE dx j BB (p l ) assuming different particle hypothesis "j". Gaussian probability density function is expressed by:
where prob j is the probability of particle hypothesis type "j" . Taking into account all possible particle types one constrains the following function f l expressed by:
where m 0 , m 1 etc are the parameters of the fit and m 0 stands for the fraction of the π, n 1 -kaons etc in selected cell of phase space. Normalization condition implies:
One of the fitted parameters can be calculated from 9 and used in equation 7.
Minimized function L is expressed by the following formula: where N ent is the total number of tracks in selected cell. Aim to find m 0 , m 1 .. for which L would be minimal for selected cell.
Final multiplicity of particle type "j" is expressed by:
and its relative uncertainty:
Later n j and n j,err is named n raw,j and n raw,j,err . Particle spectra were corrected also for reconstruction efficiency, acceptance of the NA61 detector, smearing between neighboring bins, vertex association and particle decays. These corrections were calculated in cells of (∆p, ∆θ) for sample files generated in Geant3 using VENUS and GHEISHA hadron production models. In the following by the reconstructed tracks we mean those which were:
1. reconstructed to the main vertex, 2. successfully matched with simulated ones, 3. passed all the cuts defined in Table 1 Correction factor matrix C −1 (p, θ) was defined as:
Reconstructed pion tracks Generated pion tracks originated in primary vertex (14)
Fig. [ 18, 19] show (p,θ) distributions for generated and reconstructed π + and π − tracks, respectively. After applying global corrections we obtained corrected distributions of particles "j":
For low θ angles one can observe regions with C −1 (p, θ) > 1. These regions were investigated further in order to understand which effects in mc corrections are significant here.
Tests were made to check how many pions are reconstructed to the main vertex but they originate in secondary one due to the V0 decays or secondary interactions in the target. Another test was made in order to calculate smearing effect between neighboring bins. It was found that this two effects explain the large values in the corner of the correction matrix.
Normalized spectra of π
+ and π − yields
Results for mean multiplicity of π + and π − obtained from energy loss measurements are shown in the Fig. 21 . As expected, one can see more π + (pink) than π − (red) produced in p+C interactions at 31 GeV/c beam momentum for almost all θ intervals. Table 3 shows values of parameters used for the normalization done using relation ??. Figure 22 shows the raw p-θ π + and π − spectra for pions reaching the ToF detector identified using both time of flight and energy loss information. The plots presented in figure 13 shows the mass squared of the particle calculated from its momentum and time of flight as a function of dE/dx in different momentum range. The purity of the pion samples obtained between 1-10 GeV/c while selecting tracks from ToF and dE/dx is high and varies from .... to ..... • Geometrical acceptance,
Combined ToF and dE/dx analysis
• Reconstruction efficiency,
• Decays of pions before the ToF,
• Pions from the decays of short living particles (Λ, K 0 ) .
• Admixture of pions from secondary interaction in the target.
The geometrical acceptance of the detector is estimated by using the GEANT61 Monte Carlo without reconstruction by generating a flat phase-space distribution. A sample of 5000 positive or negative particles were generated in each (p, θ) bin between 0-10 GeV/c momentum and 0-500 mrad polar angle. The binning used is 50 bins of 200 MeV/c in momentum and 25 bins of 20 mrad in polar angle. All the particles are propagated trough the detector with physics processes (decays, secondary interactions etc..) switched off.
The other corrections were calculated using the Monte Carlo and based on GEANT3 with VENUS generator of the primary interaction in the target, The coordinates of the vertex are smeared exponentially in z along the target length. A gaussian distribution of the beam spread along x and y axies was assumed. The dependence of the various corrections on the pion momenta is presented in figure ? ?. All the effects are largest at small momenta.
All the corrections are computed with 800k MC events which is about 3 times the statistics of real data after BPD cut. Factorisation of all the correction factors was assumed.
Statistical and systematic errors
Different types of possible sources of systematic errors were considered:
1. Inaccuracy of the corrections for geometrical acceptance and track reconstruction efficiency.
2. Admixture of secondary pions from strange particle decays and secondary interaction in the target .
3. Particle misidentification.
4. Decays of pions before reaching the ToF detector.
5. Absorption of pions in the target and in the detector.
6. The inaccuracy of momentum and angular reconstruction 7. Normalisation error.
The role of the different effect depends on the type of the analysis performed. Therefore the estimated errors are presented in the table ??? independently for the analysis based on the "global corrections method" and the "ToF+dE/dx" analysis. The numbers in the first column corresponds to the enumeration of different sources of uncertainties in the list above. In some cases the calculated systematic errors are strongly dependent on the momentum and the angle of particle emission. This is in the case of the admixture of secondary pion from the decay of strange particles. It is mainly due to the fact that the kaon and Lambda decay length is proportional to the momentum of decaying particle. The simulated ratio of the secondary pions reconstructed to the primary vertex as a function of momentum for different angular interval is presented in figure 23 for low momentum positive and negative pions. The admixture of secondary pions is larger for the negatively charged pions mainly because only such pions arise from the decay of the Lambda baryon The correction factor for secondary pion admixture is equal to C decay = (1 + sec prim −1 . Having in mind that the inaccuracy in cross section for strange particle production in our Monte Carlo do not excide 20% the systematic error on the ∆C decay = 0.2C decay and varies from 13% at 0.2 GeV/c to about 2% at 2GeV and decreases at larger angles. The effect of the acceptance and track reconstruction efficiency is very small for the long tracks which reach the ToF. On the other hand the probability of the decays in flight is substantial in this case. It was well controlled and calculated both in MC simulation and analytically.. The comparison of the final results obtained using different analysis method is an additional test of the systematic error involved. Results for positive pions from two different analysis (dE/dx and dE/dx+ToF (Ref.
[?])) can be seen in Fig. [24] . Results for negative pions from three different analyses (dE/dx, dE/dx+ToF and h − ) can be seen in Fig. [ 25] . 
Model predictions
In this chapter predictions for primary pion production in proton Carbon interactions at 31GeV/c in different Monte Carlo models are show.
Predictions were done using four models:
1. VENUS - Figure 26 presents π − predictions -dn/dp versus p in polar angel slices.
Figure 26: π − predictions -dn/dp versus p in polar angel slices. Venus model-left, GIBUU model -right.
2. GiBUU -Semi classical transport model in coupled channels (BUU code -Boltzmann equation including quantum statistics and microscopical treatment with mean fields).
• Resonance Xsections
• Nucleus close to ground state 3. HSD -The Hadron-String Dynamics model is also based on BUU code (includes mean fields). It is based on quark, diquark, string and hadronic degrees of freedom. High energy inelastic hadron-hadron collisions in HSD are described by the FRITIOF string model (including PYTHIA) whereas low energy hadron-hadron collisions are modeled based on experimental cross sections. The transport approach is matched to reproduce the nucleon-nucleon, meson-nucleon and meson-meson cross section data in a wide kinematic range. HSD takes into account the formation and multiple rescattering of leading pre-hadrons and hadrons [17] . 4.FLUKA The ratios between different models prediction and the data are presented in the figure 27 in selected intervals of the negative pion emission angle. 
